So far, I referred to fi les and fi ling on an individual case level. In this chapter 1 I analyse fi les and fi ling from a cross-case perspective as a matter of cultural techniques that the legal professionals learn and inhabit. File-work, while being considered as indispensable when it comes to case-making and case-management, is generally received with reservation or even criticism. It is conceived as overly bureaucratic and technical. Files symbolize an anti-humanist momentum of legal discourse as regimented by a technocratic, rule-bound, formalist hegemony. Files are ascribed a tendency to distort and exclude the actors' emotions and beliefs. Th ey distract the busy lawyers from the real problems, the real causes and the real fears and wishes. Solicitors themselves utter concerns about the rising hegemony of formal odds and ends.
Once we move closer to the actual fi le-work in the law fi rm, the role and image of the fi le looks less uniform and threatening. Th is is how we can explore the diverse practical meanings of fi ling. Th is is how I found exemplary styles of fi le-work: one can be called the instrumentalist style, stressing the relevance of systematic reading and writing; the other one can be called the humanist style stressing the relevance of intense talk with the client. But where do these styles derive from? Is a style just a matter of personal choice? Does it conform to procedural aff ordances? Th e comparison of the instrumentalist and the humanist style evokes a more context-sensitive deliberation on the pros and cons of fi ling techniques.
I became aware of the diff erent styles of fi le-work and its respective practical and ethical implications during my extended fi eldwork in the chapter four 2 Along these lines, lawyers are portrayed as "conceptive ideologist" (Cain 1983), as "translators of interests" or "symbol traders" (Cain/Harrington 1994), as "managers of confl icts" (Christie 2000), or as "managers of uncertainty" (Flood 1991).
3 Th ese widespread complaints are discussed by Emmelman in her "qualitative assessment of the Defenders' ethical defence behaviour" (1994:224) or in Hutchinson (1998) . 4 See Sarat and Felstiner (1995) and Eekelaar and MacLean (2000) on the clientlawyer relations in family law, here in divorce cases. See Rosenthal (1974) on the client-lawyer negotiations of their responsibilities in personal injury cases. law fi rm. While one criminal solicitor, Jane, preferred minimalist fi ling, her colleague, Jack, performed rather intense fi le-work as the non plus ultra. Th e latter (instrumentalist) style relates to the fi le as the primary means of casework, while the former (humanist) style relates to the fi le in terms of a compulsory exercise. In the solicitors' community of practice, the instrumentalist style counts as the elaborated, professional fi le-work, while the humanist style is oft en regarded as defi cient and unprofessional.
But why do these diff erences exist in the fi rst place? Why does one solicitor immerse in the papers, while the other tries to get rid off them? I seek explanation by relating the diff erences to the criminal cases fi led (1), to gender diff erences in the legal profession (2), and to the professional habitus of either solicitor (3). In conclusion, I suggest an explanation involving the legal procedure served: there are good reasons for either style depending on the procedural demands for casemaking. What is more, to stick habitually to one style while for reasons of competence moving on to another procedure may cause unwanted consequences.
Lawyers, generally, receive some reservation in public and academic reception. Lawyers, it is stated, live on others' troubles with the law. Th ey advise the client 'what he should not do' , 'what she should not say' , or 'that one should give in' . Lawyers are criticized for being far from properly representing clients. Th ey educate them. Lawyers represent the system, legitimate its authority, and convert everything mundane into juridical sense.
2 Lawyers are not, to remain within this critical picture, interested in the clients' real problems, emotions, fears, etc. Th ey are far from a "client-centred practice, " or from sharing the client's view.
3 One fi nds, of course, other, rather diff erentiating voices on the role of lawyers in law and society research. Some argue that a relevant minority of lawyers is, indeed, client-centred or receptive for the client's perspective. 4 Others argue that the academic maligning of
